Egowise Leadership
Conversation
A practical look at performance improvement and innovation
in teams and organisations
Gordon Institute of Business Science (GIBS)
3 April 2012
18h00-21h00
Facilitated by international thought leader, author and facilitator,
Albert Kamphuis
ALBERT KAMPHUIS MSC graduated in
1984 as a cultural anthropologist at the
University of Leiden. He was International
Management Consultant with the Dutch
Multinational Philips for 5 years and
established as an independent
Management Consultant since 1989, his
focus is on the influence of personality
structures on leadership, strategy
definition, innovation effectiveness,
project management and team
development.
Albert’s wealth of experience has been
captured in his book – Egowise
Leadership and the Nine Creating Forces
of the InnovationCircle.
The objective of the Egowise Leadership
Conversation is to provide a practical
sense of how Egowise Leadership is
applied in teams for change, innovation,
and high performance.

www.Egowiseleadershipcircle.com
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Process for the session:
The Egowise leadership conversation will
take on an interactive format. The process is
depicted below:
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Albert Kamphuis is trained in many personality
approaches, like MBTI, he started with the Enneagram
in 1994. As a facilitator and coach, he guided hundreds
of teams and managers through breakthrough
innovation workshops, team meetings, interactive
policy formulation and leadership development. His
(team) coaching and trainings focus on personal
mastery in business.
Egowise Leadership is an applied methodology which
integrates Albert’s experience “in the field” with the
latest research and findings supporting
transformation, innovation and growth. This is
includes the work of:
•
•
•
•
•

The Gallup Organisation
Jim Collins
Peter Senge
Otto Scharmer
Don Riso and Russ Hudson

Egowise Leadership focuses on the process and
management of dynamics which support high
performance in a sustainable way.
The Nine Domains Group is sponsoring the visit of
Albert Kamphuis to South Africa. We would like to
make this approach widely understood as an in-depth
and complete process for managing complex change
in individuals, teams, groups and organizations. The
Nine Domains’ orientation is to bring precision, insight
and pragmatism to demystifying change and
performance improvement in teams, organizations
and communities.

Reservations and Bookings:
Cost: R 1100 per person
The price includes
•
•
•

•

Cocktail style dinner
Albert’s facilitation
A soft copy or Kindle version of the
book: Egowise Leadership and the Nine
Creating Forces of the InnovationCircle,
by Albert Kamphuis
Hand-out which references research and
empirical findings to support the
application of the Egowise Leadership
approach. It will show how this method
supports fundamental change,
performance improvement and
innovation in teams and organisations.

For reservations, please write to
reservations@ninedomains.com
To manage the process for the session
effectively, there are 35 seats available.
Bookings for this event will close on 27
March 2012.

www.NineDomains.com

